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This year has been a challenge for organisations to maintain a balance between
the impacts of COVID – 19 and keeping our people engaged. The theme for this
conference is “Rethinking Reward” in line with the day to day reality for most of us.
We hope you enjoy our wide array of speakers who will share their insights on how
we can navigate these challenging times and what innovative ideas have emerged
that can help us rethink the way we do Reward.

Onsite and Online

Due to our current situation with COVID we are holding this year’s conference both
at a venue and also streamed online. No matter what Alert Level we are in we are
able to hold this valuable conference.
CONFERENCE VENUE: University of Auckland – Engineering Building
ANALYTICS BREAKFAST VENUE (in-person only): Old Government House, 24 Princes Street,
Auckland CBD 1010 (7 minute walk from the main conference venue)
WIFI INFORMATION:
Select the wireless: UoA-Guest-WiFi
Enter the username: remnet@uoa.com
Enter the password: 6BV4SUfy

Conference MC
MICHÈLE A’COURT
Winner of “Female Comedian of the Decade” at the 2010 NZ Comedy
Guild Awards, Michèle A’Court is a stand-up comedian, MC, writer
and social commentator.

DAY ONE
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Wednesday 25th November 2020

8.00am

ANALYTICS BREAKFAST - Located in the Old Government House (7 minute walk from the main conference venue)

8.45am

REGISTRATION

9.15am

CONFERENCE OPENS
Wendell D’Cunha, Chairperson RemNet

KEY NOTE SPEAKER
9:30am

DR PAUL WOOD
B.A. Philosophy & Psychology, M.A. Psychology,
PhD Diﬀerential Psychology

HOW TO ESCAPE FROM PRISON
The pursuit of excellence and turning adversity to
advantage. Key lessons on understanding and managing
stress, striving towards our potential, growing into the
person we most want to be, and having a life of greater
meaning, satisfaction, and wellbeing.
10.30am COFFEE BREAK
11.00am GUEST SPEAKER
TONY ALEXANDER
Economics Speaker

12.00pm GUEST SPEAKER
DAVID TRAYLOR
Partner, Dundas Street
NEW PAY EQUITY LEGISLATION
With the passing of the Equal Pay Amendment Act 2020
in August, pay equity is now a key issue for the employers
of female-dominated workforces. The new legislation
is intended to reduce the need for lengthy litigation or
legislative intervention to resolve pay inequities.
This presentation will address the key features of the new
legislation and some of the practical challenges likely to
be faced when resolving pay equity claims.

12.45pm

LUNCH BREAK

ADAPTING TO A COVID WORLD
There are a great number of factors helping to insulate
our economy against a truly bad economic scenario, and
those operators who adapt the fastest will survive in best
shape, perhaps even doing better than pre-Covid.

DAY ONE CONTINUES >>>

Did you know?
As a member of RemNet you can
attend the Annual Conference FREE?

FIND OUT MORE

DAY ONE
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1.30pm

Wednesday 25th November 2020

GUEST SPEAKER
MICHAEL HIBBERT - Performance and
Reward Manager, Bank of New Zealand

CHANGING BNZ’S APPROACH TO REWARD
The banking industry has seen a significant amount of
change in the last couple of years and BNZ has taken this
opportunity to rethink the way it rewards its people. This
talk covers oﬀ the journey BNZ went through in resetting
its reward oﬀering and provides some insights and tips for
organisations that are rethinking their oﬀerings.

2.30pm

PANEL DISCUSSION
Facilitated by RemNet committee
member - Irina Miller

3.30pm
4.00pm

COFFEE BREAK
GUEST SPEAKER
KATHRYN GREENE - Chief People Oﬃcer
Volpara Health Technologies

USING COVID-19 TO OUR ADVANTAGE
With our US oﬃce closed, our NZ oﬃce just days away
from closing and our customers shut down it became
clear our business was in for a challenging time and
that to thrive in these turbulent times we needed to
think diﬀerently.
I will share the actions we have taken to pivot our
business, how we kept our whānau engaged despite
some challenging decisions and how we came out the
other side a stronger company built for this new world
we live in.

JOHN MCGILL - Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Strategic Pay
UNA DIVER - Partner, EY
TANYA J GILES - Director, PwC

5.00pm

RECEPTION

FREE Speedback Surveys
As a member of RemNet you can request
SPEEDBACK Surveys at any time.

FIND OUT MORE

DAY TWO
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Thursday 26th November 2020

8.30am

CONFERENCE OPENS
Wendell D’Cunha, Chairperson RemNet

8.45am

GUEST SPEAKER
HAYLEE PUTARANUI - Head of Diversity
& Inclusion, Fonterra

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Making our skin crawl with discomfort to get change.
In Aotearoa, despite all the best eﬀorts, intentions
and discussions, our lack of progress even on gender
representation in leadership spaces shows persistent &
outdated gender stereotypes and bias still prevail.
Haylee will share some insights, challenges and
opportunities from her space, within NZ’s largest business.
9.40am

GUEST SPEAKER
WARREN FERNANDES - HR Systems Business
Project Lead, Downer New Zealand

11.00am GUEST SPEAKER
ALISON MASON
Independent Reward Consultant
TRANSPARENCY
Historically anything related to remuneration has been
held under lock and key, even away from the eyes of HR in
some organisations, but slowly, times are changing. When
you hear the work transparency in the same sentence as
remuneration, the mind often jumps to making salaries
public. This is one strategy, however, transparency in
decisions, transparency in process and transparency in
framework creates understanding and trust.
I will talk you through how to shift your mindset away
from being hesitate to share more when it comes to your
remuneration framework and what you will be unlocking
within your organisation when you overcome this hurdle.

FROM DATA TO VALUE
HR teams have access to a lot of data. How can the HR
function practically set themselves up to make the most
of the data by turning it into information that can add
value to the business.
DAY TWO CONTINUES >>>

10.35am COFFEE BREAK

Exclusive Invitation
RemNet members receive exclusive
invitations to Special Interest Group
events and more.

FIND OUT MORE

DAY TWO
11.50am
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Thursday 26th November 2020

QUICKFIRES

CULTURE AMP - THE PEOPLE & CULTURE PLATFORM:
- NATHAN AINSWORTH - Senior Customer Success
Coach, New Zealand & Melbourne and
- DR KRISTINA DORNIAK WALL - Senior People Scientist
EMPLOYEE VALUE PROPOSITION and the challenges
of maintaining employee engagement during a time
of Covid-uncertainty.
EMMA SOUTHWARD - CEO, 40 Foot Consulting
USING REWARD TO BUILD DIVERSITY
The IT industry has a few notable women in key strategic
roles, but salary alone doesn’t seem to be enough to attract
talented women. While there are pipeline programmes in
place across New Zealand to address interest in STEM
subjects from a young age, what can businesses do now
to attract women to IT roles? Armed with real-life stories
from the coal face, Emma believes that multi-faceted
and transparent reward is one key to removing barriers
to getting women into technology roles.
CHARLOTTE KIDDLE - Health, Safety & Wellbeing Partner,
Southern Cross Health Society
WELLBEING AND WAYS OF WORKING
Following COVID-19 what support we have provided to our
employees and how that has change the way we work.

12.35pm

LUNCH BREAK

1.15pm

AGM

1.30pm

GUEST SPEAKER
DOUG REID - Head of Remuneration
and Benefits, Air NZ

RETHINKING REWARD IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF CHANGE
Oﬀ the back of several years of solid growth, the last six
months have been tumultuous for Air New Zealand.
In this presentation Doug will talk about the impacts of
COVID-19 on Air New Zealand, the change process from
the perspective of the remuneration and benefits team,
key learnings and where we are going next.

2.30pm

HOT TOPICS
Hosted by RYAN GHISI
GM - Global People Programmes, XERO

3.15pm

CONFERENCE CLOSES

Connect with Industry Experts
RemNet membership oﬀers invaluable
opportunities to connect with other
HR industry thought leaders.

FIND OUT MORE

SPEAKERS
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DR PAUL WOOD

TONY ALEXANDER

AUTHOR OF ‘HOW TO ESCAPE FROM PRISON’

ECONOMICS SPEAKER

B.A. PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY;
M.A. PSYCHOLOGY; PHD DIFFERENTIAL
PSYCHOLOGY

Tony Alexander is a renowned Economics
Analyst and Commentator in New Zealand.

As an 18 year-old, Dr Paul Wood was
completely oﬀ the rails. Two days after his mother died he lost
control when his then drug dealer attempted to sexually assault
him. Paul was convicted of murder for this oﬀence and then spent
more than a decade in some of New Zealand’s toughest prisons.
During this period Paul became the first person in New Zealand’s
history to progress through undergraduate and Masters degrees
while in prison. He was also the first person to begin a Doctorate
while incarcerated. Paul’s educational pursuits dovetailed with a
journey of personal exploration and change, both of which gave
him a profound understanding of the ingredients required to
successfully strive towards our potential, deal with the challenges
of change, and build the mental toughness and resilience
necessary to flourish in adversity.
On his release, Paul was able to translate this knowledge
into strategies for improving leadership eﬀectiveness and
organisational culture. As a result, Paul rose rapidly through the
ranks to become the senior manager responsible for Training
and Development within the multinational professional services
firm OPRA Consulting Group. Paul now runs his own practice and
has served as a committee member and advisor to a number of
boards. He also spends most of his time facilitating leadership and
emotional intelligence focused programmes across the private
and public sectors.

Tony graduated from Canterbury University in
1984 with a Master of Arts (Economics) degree
with first class honours and after briefly working in Sydney came
back to New Zealand in 1987 to work in the financial sector. He
worked for BNZ, one of New Zealand’s leading Banks, for 26 years
(25 of which were as Chief Economist) until resigning in 2019
saying: “I’ve decided that, in a world of disruption, maybe it is
time to disrupt myself, and have made the call to resign.”
He spends considerable time researching and writing about the
New Zealand economy with special attention to SMEs, housing,
business culture, and the role of Auckland in the NZ economy.
Tony started producing a new weekly commentary in October 2019,
called ‘Tony’s View”. It is free and anyone can sign up.
He also has a fortnightly column in New Zealand’s most widely
distributed weekly publication, the Sunday Star-Times.

WARREN FERNANDES
HR SYSTEMS BUSINESS PROJECT LEAD
DOWNER NEW ZEALAND
Warren Fernandes is a senior HR professional
with experience and exposure across multiple
geographies and business sectors.
Starting oﬀ as of HR Generalist, he subsequently held HR
Leadership roles in Pakistan and then UAE. Following his move
to New Zealand in 2013 he has had the opportunity to work in
Reward, HR Systems and Analytics space for large New Zealand
Corporates.
Warren is a Chartered Member of the CIPD, the world’s largest
Human Resources and Development professional body and
is passionate about helping businesses and people succeed
by utilising HR Technology and applying his knowledge and
experience.

SPEAKERS
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ALISON MASON

UNA DIVER

INDEPENDENT REWARD CONSULTANT

PARTNER, EY

Alison has been working within the Reward field
for almost 20 years. Within this time she has led
remuneration initiatives at large, well-known
Australian and multinational companies, both in
Australia and Asia Pacfic. In a traditionally formal field, her informal
approach breaks down barriers and encourages honest, straightforward and down to earth conversations.
In 2017, Alison gave up the corporate life in Sydney to travel
Australia for a year with her family, which resulted in calling
the Sunshine Coast, Qld, home. Since relocating Alison has kicked
oﬀ an independent consulting business, where she enjoys assisting
organisations of all sizes with their Reward programs and processes.
Alison enjoys switching between the “team member lens” and
“business lens” when designing any type of Reward program
or process.
Last year Alison launched a podcast called ‘This is Reward’, which is
aimed at building a reward community and sharing knowledge and
experience for the benefit of listeners. Through her consulting work,
she realised how many HR Managers where trying to do it all and
lacked time, confidence and experience when it came to Reward, so
the podcast is an informal was of paying it forward and helping to
share knowledge amongst the HR community.

KATHRYN GREENE
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER
VOLPARA HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES
Kathryn is a passionate global HR leader
who is focused on delivering an outstanding
experience across the employee life cycle. She
has a particular interest in the development and delivery of best
practice remuneration initiatives, system implementations and
process improvement. During her career Kathryn has worked in both
specialist remuneration and generalist HR roles across software,
FMCG, manufacturing and healthcare industries. Kathryn is based in
Wellington, New Zealand.

Una is a Partner in EY’s People Advisory
Service practice and leads the Reward
service line. She is recognised as one of NZ’s
pre-eminent experts in remuneration and
reward. Una focuses on cost-eﬀective, pragmatic, commerciallyfocused advice that is tailored to client needs, and has extensive
experience in linking remuneration structures to business
strategies and stakeholder priorities.
Una has over two decades of experience in remuneration and
reward consulting, covering all aspects from the boardroom to
the shop floor. Una’s experience includes the development of
reward strategy for several of New Zealand’s largest organisations,
STI and LTI design and the provision of executive and director
remuneration advice.
Una is a member of World at Work and holds the Global
Remuneration Professional (GRP) certification. She has
undergraduate degrees in Psychology and Business Administration
from the University of Canterbury and an MBA from the University
of Auckland. She is also a Director of Habitat for Humanity, a
housing charity.

HAYLEE PUTARANUI
HEAD OF DIVERSITY & INCLUSION, FONTERRA
Haylee (Ngāti Maniapoto, Te Aitanga-a-Hauiti,
Ngāti Pāhauwera) is Head of D&I at Fonterra.
Becoming a Mum at 17 to daughter Waiaria
provided motivation to get through a law degree
and into practise. Beyond her career, Haylee has contributed to
iwi governance roles and led parts of her iwi Treaty settlement with
the Crown – a process which showed her from adversity can always
come resilience, resolution and hope. Fonterra’s D&I principles are
articulated in te reo: whanaungatanga (belonging), manaakitanga
(care), kaitiakitanga (guardianship) and whakaohooho (inspiration)
to support an inclusive, adaptive and empowered Co-op where
everyone can be themselves, do their best and deliver value.

SPEAKERS
DAVID TRAYLOR

JOHN MCGILL

PARTNER, DUNDAS STREET

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
STRATEGIC PAY

David has significant experience working as a
specialist in all aspects of employment law.
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He works with a number of private and public
sector agencies including conducting complex
investigations and providing strategic advice. David is pragmatic and
solutions focused and works closely with his clients to understand
their circumstances and deliver the outcomes they require.
David is a skilled trainer and leads the “Practical Employment Law”
course for Human Resources professional development on behalf of
Human Resources Institute of NZ. He is recognised by international
ratings agency Chambers and Partners as an “Up and Coming”
leader in his field.

DOUG REID
HEAD OF REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS
AIR NZ
Doug currently looks after the Remuneration,
Benefits, Global Mobility, and HR Systems
functions at Air New Zealand. He has been with
Air New Zealand for 6 years.
During his time at Air New Zealand, Doug has overseen the selection,
development and introduction of the Workday HR system, a new
remuneration structure, and a new Global Mobility framework.
Doug has also supported projects to build engagement with unions,
bringing increased transparency and collaboration to performance
and reward discussions. His team have also led the development of
the systems and processes to enable the delivery of the labour force
reductions in response to Covid-19.

RYAN GHISI
GM - GLOBAL PEOPLE PROGRAMMES, XERO
Ryan has worked closely with executive teams
and boards at many large international
organisations on strategy and initiatives
that drive employee attraction, engagement
and retention. He has a passion for everything that impacts the
employee experience, including recognition, wellness, culture,
career and development, flexible working, remuneration and
rewards and leadership.

With over 30 years experience as an experienced
consultant in all aspects of remuneration and its
application, John leads the Strategic Pay team.
Specialising in areas of senior executive and board remuneration he
works across both New Zealand and the South Pacific regions. His
consulting expertise includes specialised job evaluation, performance
management, incentive pay design, organisation analysis, and all
aspects of pay.

MICHAEL HIBBERT
PERFORMANCE AND REWARD MANAGER
BANK OF NEW ZEALAND
Michael currently leads the Performance and
Reward Team at BNZ. Responsible for all the
P&R practices and activities across the Bank, the
team has had to adapt, lead, develop and retool
for the large amount of change that’s been seen across industry in
the last couple of years. Michael was heavily involved in BNZ’s Reward
Reset in 2019 and has created new governance and job evaluation
frameworks and processes for the Bank.
He has worked for a number of New Zealand’s largest and most
respected organisations - starting out in People reporting and
analysis before focussing more on Reward for the last ten years.
Michael is always keen to understand how diﬀerent industries
analyse their people data, drive performance, and reward those
outcomes while balancing short- and long-term risks. He also still
likes to dabble in analytics and reporting - and will happily spend
hours in Excel when he gets the chance.

SPEAKERS
TANYA J GILES

EMMA SOUTHWARD

DIRECTOR, PWC

CEO, 40 FOOT CONSULTING

Tanya is a Director in PwC’s Executive Reward
Services team, based in Auckland.
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Tanya provides consulting advice across
industry sectors on remuneration strategy,
incentive design and review, remuneration system development
and market benchmarking. Tanya has twenty-five years’
remuneration consulting experience. Her expertise includes
helping organisations manage remuneration more strategically
to improve their return on investment. She has helped a number
of companies develop eﬀective STI plans and has provided
comprehensive training in this area.
Tanya has strong written and oral communication skills and
enjoys working with clients to demystify remuneration and deliver
pragmatic and meaningful solutions into business. She has a
strong interest in working with performance driven organisations,
who want to use remuneration as a lever to diﬀerentiate pay,
based on individual performance.
Tanya has a Master of Arts and a Bachelor of Arts in English from
Auckland University and has papers towards the Global Rewards
Professional (GRP) certification with the US based World at Work.

CHARLOTTE KIDDLE
HEALTH, SAFETY & WELLBEING PARTNER
SOUTHERN CROSS HEALTH SOCIETY
Charlotte is the Health, Safety & Wellbeing
Partner at Southern Cross Health Society, New
Zealand’s largest health insurer.
Charlotte works within the People & Strategy team leading Southern
Cross’s employee wellbeing program, Switch2well, which is a long
standing holistic program that started in 2006. Charlotte has a
background in HR and has worked in global organisations in New
Zealand and the United Kingdom. Charlotte started at Southern
Cross in March 2019 and is passionate about wellbeing. She enjoys
delivering class leading wellbeing initiatives through Switch2well to
empower employees to live their healthiest lives.

Emma is the CEO of leading IT recruitment
company 40 Foot Consulting and works with
leading Kiwi companies to find and strengthen
their technology capability across the full
spectrum from CIO to help desk engineer. With an HR and corporate
strategy background in tow, Emma started 40 Foot to enable kiwi
businesses to thrive by securing the best technology talent. She is
passionate about seeing diverse and talented teams deliver gamechanging technology programmes and has a personal mission to get
more women into technology roles here in New Zealand.

NATHAN AINSWORTH
CULTURE AMP, SENIOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS
COACH, NEW ZEALAND & MELBOURNE
Nathan Ainsworth, a flightless kiwi currently
stuck grounded in Melbourne, is Culture Amp’s
primary customer contact for some of the most
innovative and culture first companies in New Zealand & Australia.
He has an education background in Engineering Management &
Psychology and helps companies to best-use Culture Amp as they
navigate the new world of work via survey data insights, leadership
reviews and performance management tools.

DR. KRISTINA ‘KDW’ DORNIAK-WALL
CULTURE AMP, SENIOR PEOPLE SCIENTIST
Dr Kristina ‘DW’ Dorniak-Wall is a Senior People
Scientist helping Culture Amp’s customers craft
their strategy and working on Culture Amp’s
products. She’s a recovering ex-consultant with
an Org Psych PhD focused on innovation in the workplace with a
focus on creativity, emotional intelligence, work engagement and
organisational culture.

REGISTRATION
> Click here to register
Contact us: 09 630 0462 / info@remnet.org.nz
PLEASE REGISTER BY 11TH NOVEMBER 2020
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CONFERENCE VENUE
ANALYTICS BREAKFAST
VENUE (in-person only)

University of Auckland, Engineering Building
20 Symonds Street, Auckland CBD
Old Government House, 24 Princes Street,
Auckland CBD 1010 (7-minute walk from
the main conference venue)

CONFERENCE DELEGATE RATES
Individual RemNet Member:
Individual members attend FREE.
If you have a colleague who would also like to attend, contact us to upgrade
from Individual to Organisation membership so they can attend for free too.
Organisation Member:

Two attendees FREE
$400 + GST per attendee thereafter

Non-member:

$1,850 + GST per attendee

Not-for-profit $1,387.50 + GST per attendee
Or join RemNet now for a lower price than 1x non-membership conference
attendee rate (Individual: $1500 + GST per person). You will be able
to attend the conference for free and get the additional benefits of an
annual membership.
Evening Networking Function:

No charge

Contact RemNet to
update your current
membership or
become a member:
info@remnet.org.nz

Proudly sponsored by

